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JCM Global Helps Operators Increase Security and Customer Connections at AGE 2018
NEWINGTON, NSW (3 August 2018) – JCM Global has been helping Australian operators increase security and
customer connections for decades, and now JCM will showcase its latest solutions at the Australasian Gaming Expo.
JCM will be on stand #372.
“Our Australia-based team is keenly focused on the unique needs of Australian operators. We are excited to
showcase our solutions at AGE because they exploit JCM’s global technological expertise while also giving
Australian operators the flexibility to tailor our solutions to their needs,” said JCM Australasia General Manager Ian
Payne.
JCM’s secure solutions start with its award-winning UBA® and iVIZION® bill validators. Operators throughout
Australia rely on the UBA, which is updated and accepts the new Australian currency. iVIZION is trusted by operators
worldwide because of its powerful CIS technology, which scans more than 9.5 million data points of every note, twice
that of the nearest competitor. Its powerful combination of optical and mechanical sensors and mechanical antifishing technology offers supreme protection.
Rounding out JCM’s bill validation solutions is the TBV™ bulk note feeder, which gives operators the added
convenience of accepting multiple notes and currencies simultaneously.
Player convenience increases with JCM’s GEN2U™ and GEN5™, which are fast, flexible, and powerful with more
memory and faster print speeds.
When coupled with iVIZION and GEN5, JCM’s FUZION™ technology gives operators the potential to offer a wide
range of convenience options to their customers, including real-time currency exchange with exchange rates, along
with a wealth of other functionality.
The ICB® Intelligent Cash Box system is globally proven to decrease errors and increase drop accuracy, saving
operators time and money, while also increasing compliance.
Last, JCM will showcase its BlueWave DX firmware upload tool that allows users to quickly update bill validator
firmware with less downtime.
Visit JCM on stand #372 at AGE and online at www.jcmglobal.com, and join JCM on Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter.
About JCM Global
JCM Global is the world’s leading transaction technologies supplier for the banking, retail, kiosk and gaming
industries. With unsurpassed service and support, JCM Global is trusted by operators, manufacturers and integrators
on six continents. Its extensive line of award-winning products set global standards with ground-breaking peripheral
transaction components. For more information, visit www.jcmglobal.com.
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